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About This Game

Dead Forest is a first person mystical thriller. The game take place in the protagonist’s dream. Every time the main hero has the
same dream in which he sees a mysterious dark forest. But this time it's different ...

Story:
The protagonist constantly sees the same dream, in which he walks alone along a dark forest path. He begins his journey from

the old abandoned church and wakes up as he reaches the end of the forest path. But this time everything is different... The only
way to out of the lopped dream is to find all pieces of ancient literature and to conduct a mystical ritual.

Choose your path and explore the gloomy beauty of the dead forest. Uncover the main secret and perform a mystical ritual to
break the dream loop and to wake up.
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Title: Dead Forest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Borov, Sashka Shlapik
Publisher:
Borov, Sashka Shlapik
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel core i3 or amd fx4300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 or R7 260

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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Really not much of a game. All the books are incredibly easy to find; I found them all and finished the game in 12 minutes.
Good thing I only payed a dollar.. This game is ok, only bad thing is the camera omg.... I'm getting motion sickness right after
10 minutes of this game. So I said to myself fawk this, I'm not gonna look for those damn books.
Here's a clip of my game play https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cSIa2JtCcHM. I like this game, nothing like searching for
lost items. Considering this game is basically a dollar, you get alot more with what you paid for. Open fields to search and a
creepy forest. Yes this game is short, but again, it cost almost nothing for this game. I like the detail used in the water, tree's and
fog. Thanks team Borov, Sashka Shlapik A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tcQFpRbOHiQ. reminds me of Slender but without the Slender man xD Rubbish "game"
the premise is to collect 5 Bibles from around the small map, its a little creepy but not scary and as nothing ever happens. So do
not buy this game, do not give these people your money for 3 mins of suspense and 7 mins of boredom.. lmao just found these 5
books in 15 minutes and the game just over. Don't buy this game unless you want 13 minutes of boring, motion sickness
enducing gameplay.
The sound is also REALLY repetitive after you realize it's the same 5 second clip repeating over and OVER.
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